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Today’s Realities



Current Economic 

Realities

Source:  Atlanta Journal Constitution November 4, 2008



“Elvis Has Left the 

Mountain”

“First, if it is not apparent to you yet, it will be soon: 

there is no magic bullet for this economic crisis, no 

magic bailout package, no magic stimulus…We are 

going to have to learn to live with a lot more 

uncertainty for a lot longer than our generation has 

ever experienced.”

Thomas L. Friedman, Author

New York Times

February 1, 2009



Recession and Recovery
Lag in Regaining Pre-Recession Peak Employment 

(by recession)

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics



Recovery After the Recession

Lost Jobs, Missing Workers, Stagnant Wages

Source: BLS via the New York 

Times; June 14, 2014



Source: U.S. Dept of Agriculture 

and Census Bureau via the New 

York Times; June 14, 2014

Recovery After the Recession

Income Down, Poverty Rate Up



“This economic crisis doesn’t represent a cycle.  It represents a 

reset.  It’s an emotional, raw social, economic reset.  People 

who understand that will prosper.  Those who don’t will be left 

behind.”

Jeffery Immelt

CEO

General Electric

The Great Reset



About Market Street Services



Background on Market Street Services

– Founded in 1997 to support communities interested in holistic 

community, economic, and workforce development.

– Located in Atlanta, Georgia, Market Street maintains a staff of 

professionals that excel in quantitative analysis, facilitation, and 

helping communities create actionable strategies for positive 

change.

– Our commitment is to a definition of economic development and 

community improvement that, at its core, is about personal 

wealth creation for all citizens and building better communities.



Our Values

We do not facilitate plans that sit on the shelf. 

“Planning fatigue” is prevalent in many communities resulting from the 

frequent engagement of residents without actually implementing ideas 

and new strategies. 

Our strategies are actionable. 

Implementation assistance in the form of budgets, staffing, timelines, 

strategic partnerships, programming, and performance metrics provide 

clients with the roadmap needed to make a difference. 



Key Principles

– Rather than prescribing quick fixes, our goal is systemic change.

– Rather than producing boilerplate studies where only the client’s 
name changes, our goal is producing deliverables specific to each 

client’s situation.

– Our reports are in plain English. 

– We tell the truth.

– Rather than faceless consultants that make two presentations and 
disappear, our goal is developing a relationship as partners.



– Indianapolis, Indiana

– St. Petersburg, Florida

– Grand Island, Nebraska

– Nashville, Tennessee

– Portland, Oregon

– South Shore, Mass.

– Tulsa, Oklahoma 

– San Marcos, Texas

Market Street’s Current 

Clients Kansas City, MO

Louisville, KY

Des Moines, IA

Tulsa, OK

St. Petersburg, FL

San Marcos, TX



Capital Crossroads

A brief history…



Regional Community Partners:

Inclusive from the beginning…



Geographic Region

• Strategy process 

focused on 

Greater Des 

Moines but 

acknowledged 

key competitive 

issues and 

opportunities 

impacted by the 

Central Iowa 

geography

Capital Crossroads Region



Scope of Work



Stakeholder Input 

Process

• Input sessions held in November and early December 

of 2010

– 50 one-on-one interviews

– 30 focus groups

• Iowa State conducted 15 of the focus groups as an in-

kind contribution to the Capital Crossroads project

• Two Community Meetings

• Online survey received over 4,500 responses!



Strategy



What differentiated 

Capital Crossroads initial implementation?

• Capital Committees chaired by region’s top leaders

– Often, designees or support staff serve these roles

– Ambitious number (11) of implementation committees

• Diversity of organizations leading efforts

– Counteracted perception that Capital Crossroads was “just” 

the business community’s plan 

• Active and ongoing media engagement

• Online and social media presence

• Confidence to start so much right away



Capital Crossroads

Mid-Course Implementation 

Assessment



Why a mid-course review?

• First half of Capital Crossroads implementation has 
been aggressive and successful

– Critical that the tremendous early momentum be 
sustained 

• Necessary to take a step back and look at the “big 
picture” to ensure its components are moving forward 
effectively

• By confirming Capital Crossroads’ principal strategic 
tenets – and evolving implementation activities as 
necessary – the region is primed to support the plan’s 
final years and next five-year cycle



Two-Part Assessment Process

Part I: Cradle-through-Career Coalition Analysis



Two-Part Assessment Process

Part II: Mid-Course Implementation Review and Adjustment



Public Input

• One-hour interviews with all Capital Committee co-

chairs

• Four focus groups with key volunteers

– Each Capital could nominate five volunteers

• Online volunteer survey

– 106 responses



Implementation Assessment Report



Overview

• Incorporated an inventory of the strategic activities 

of all Strategic Capitals since the launch of 

implementation

• Integrated the perspectives of the Capital Committee 

Chairs, focus groups, and volunteer survey 

respondents

• Revisited a handful of key quantitative indicators to 

assess the region’s performance since initiation of 

Capital Crossroads



Strategic Capital Activity: 

Summary

• Accomplishments can be claimed by all 10 Strategic Capitals

– The list of launched, ongoing, and completed actions in the first 

2+ years is the longest Market Street has seen in our history

• Some capitals benefitted from incorporating a number of 

existing programs and initiatives

– But in many cases, Capital Crossroads served to bring these 

actions and practitioners together in a more effective way

• The programs and initiatives that had existing, temporary/ 

loaned, or adopted staff had greater success

– Sustained staffing and “ownership” will be key to the long-term 

prospects for these actions and the plan as a whole



Implementation Assessment: 

Key Findings

• The number of programs, partnerships, and initiatives launched 
and/or completed by Capital Crossroads since the strategy’s fall 
2011 launch is staggering

• However, the implementation of a strategy as ambitious and multi-
faceted as Capital Crossroads does not come without challenges
– The initiation of a project or program alone is not a victory – it must be 

sustained for the long term

• Though programmatic overlap or redundancy can be issues, synergy 
opportunities among the 10 Strategic Capitals are even more 
promising

• The Capital Crossroads “product” must be validated and resonate 
with the people of Central Iowa

– Many stakeholders are still not aware of the initiative or confuse it 
with other efforts like The Tomorrow Plan



Volunteer Survey:

Results

• Significant majority of respondents are still active Capital 

Crossroads volunteers

• In general, volunteers are:

– Satisfied with the process

– Grateful for the opportunity to participate

– Proud of what has been accomplished

• But, some are:

– Concerned about the sustainability of their activities

– Interested in greater communication about the process and its results

– Wanting to see better “synergy” between capitals and volunteer 

teams



Data Dashboard

• Concerning trends include: the comparatively slow 
increase in Central Iowa’s 25-34 year old population; 
slowest comparative rise in per capita income; and 
highest comparative rise in poverty rates

• Positive trends include: continuing steady overall 
population increases; comparatively high central school 
district graduation rates; competitive job and wage 
growth; and dramatically rising airline passenger traffic

• But a closer look at the data shows that Greater Des 
Moines is actually performing much better than the 
broader Central Iowa geography for certain indicators



Des Moines MSA vs. 

Central Iowa

  
Des Moines 

MSA 
Central Iowa 

Population     

2012 588,999 817,212 

Percent change (2010-2012) 3.4% 2.6% 

Percent of population aged 25-34     

Percent of population aged 25-34, 2012 15.2% 14.4% 

Percent change (2010-2012) 0.13% 0.04% 

Per capita income      

2012 $46,753 $43,487 

Percent change (2010-2012) 7.9% 4.6% 

Poverty rates     

Total poverty rate, 2012 12.0% 12.6% 

Percent change (2010-2012) 1.9% 1.4% 

Youth poverty rate, 2012 15.0% 14.7% 

Percent change (2010-2012) 1.9% 1.4% 

Education     

Pre-K enrollment, 2012 45.0% 45.4% 

Graduation rate of central school district, 2012 79.2% 79.2% 

Point change (2010-2012) 0.8% 0.8% 
 



  
Des Moines 

MSA 
Central Iowa 

Employment and Wages     

Total employment, 2013 332,596 432,099 

Percent change (2010-2013) 5.6% 5.0% 

Average annual wage, 2012 $48,057 $46,050 

Percent change (2010-2012) 5.8% 5.7% 

Property Crime     

Rate per 100,000 inhabitants, 2012** 4,923 4,923 

Percent change (2010-2012) 1.8% 1.8% 

Airline passenger traffic     

Aug-13 89,682 89,682 

Percent change (January 2010 - August 2013) 37.2% 37.2% 

Philanthropy     

Contributions to the arts per capita, 2013 $96.37 $77.84 

Percent change (January 2010 - December 2013) 20.2% 10.5% 
 

Des Moines MSA vs. 

Central Iowa

**City of Des Moines only



Strategic Adjustment

Overview



Overview

• This is not a “new” plan – goal is to capture ongoing, planned, 

and new activities under the existing Capital Crossroads 

framework

– The plan must reflect what is actually going on related to 

implementation

• Recommendations resulted from discussions with all Capital 

Committee co-chairs, focus groups, and the online survey

– Also numerous articles from local media and the Capital 

Crossroads Quarterly Reports from the capital co-chairs

• Based on the research, it was clear that two components of 

the Adjustment Plan were needed: Strategy and Operations



Strategic Adjustment

Strategy



Overview

• All 10 Strategic Capitals were reassessed and 

reworked based on research and feedback

• Actions were eliminated, streamlined, and added 

based on existing and potential activities

• The “structure” of the original plan (3 objectives per 

Capital) was revised

– New structure focuses on key Initiative Areas as 

appropriate – some Capitals do not have separate Initiative 

Areas 



1.0 Capital Core



1.0 Capital Core

Key Mid-Course Changes:
• Neighborhoods

– Capital Core  Neighborhood Improvement Implementation Plan a main focus

– Incorporated program managed by the Child and Development Coordinators 

to engage MLK Neighborhood residents and connect them to social services 

resources

– Added references to 6th Street and 9th Street corridor initiatives

• Downtown

– Framed by Reinvestment District projects and efforts catalyzed by Downtown 

Redevelopment Corporation

– Infrastructure and “live-work-play” elements updated

• Public Safety

– New initiative area added focusing on reality and perception of public safety 

in the City of Des Moines



2.0 Business Capital



2.0 Business Capital

Key Mid-Course Changes:

• Structure now mimics the pending economic development functions

• Target Industry Councils are now the main existing business focus

• Multiple new programs introduced: Advance Iowa economic 

gardening, Look Local First, Regional Export Plan, etc.

• Entrepreneurship recommendations reflect the “new normal” of the 

regional ecosystem

– StartupCity ending, Global Insurance Accelerator launched, potential AgBio

Incubator,  Gravitate co-working, Nestmint seed funding, new ISU Office of 

Economic Development and Industry Relations, etc.



3.0 Cultivation Corridor

Key Mid-Course Changes:

• Official brand announced for former “Capital Corridor” 

strategy at high-profile rollout event

• Brent Willet hired as Executive Director and will primarily be 

officed at new building on ISU’s Research Park campus

• Website and marketing program being fully                                   

developed

• Board of Directors being empaneled



4.0 Wellness Capital

Key Mid-Course Changes:

• Central Iowa wellness initiative 

proposed in original plan was not                                             

pursued

– Wellness Capital Committee felt it 

would be redundant to existing efforts

• Focus in Adjustment Plan will now be on:

– Coordination, collaboration among existing initiatives

– Development of a Healthy Community Toolkit for all interested 

Central Iowa communities through scaling of the Healthiest Ames 

Initiative as a turnkey program based on learnings from Ames effort



5.0 Human Capital



5.0 Human Capital

Key Mid-Course Changes:

• Elements in original plan like tutor recruitment, Academic Support Labs, 

and Graduate Central Iowa were not pursued

• Initiative Areas reflect structure of region’s new EDGE (Education Drives 

our Great Economy) cradle-to-career talent development initiative

– EDGE is umbrella for all existing “cradle through career” activities

• Waukee Community Schools’ new CAPS program was called out as an 

opportunity to eventually scale to the full region

• CarpeDM talent portal (SeizeDesMoines.com) positioned as principal 

talent attraction/retention tool

• Human Capital Survey 2.0 currently soliciting respondents



6.0 Social Capital



6.0 Social Capital

Key Mid-Course Changes:

• Leadership area consists of three new programs: the Regional 

Leadership Council, Emerging Leaders Collaborative, and 

Community Connect mentorship program

• Diversity & Inclusion Initiative Area

– Anchored by programs of Greater Des Moines Partnership Diversity 

and Inclusion Council

– Creation of Latino Forum, Latina Leadership Forum, and African-

American Leadership Forum reflected in adjusted plan

• Civility Initiative Area framed around implementation of Civility 

Collaborative Partnership efforts and the Civility Initiative, inclusive 

of the Show Some Respect campaign



7.0 Cultural Capital



7.0 Cultural Capital

Key Mid-Course Changes:

• Initiative Areas conform to structure of Cultural Capital subcommittees

– Co-Chairs and volunteers worked to build a shared vision among organizations 

with a critical stake in the sector

• The new Cultural Tourism Plan, Catch Des Moines Culture.com site, 

CarpeDM music mix, and launch of Des Moines Social Club all reflected in 

adjusted plan

– However, cultural districts action was not pursued

• Moving forward, leaders are focused on being realistic about what the 

region can accomplish

– As volunteers are reengaged and new information becomes available, goals 

may be adjusted accordingly



8.0 Physical Capital



8.0 Physical Capital

Key Mid-Course Changes:

• Initiative Areas reflect ongoing activity

– Realignment of planning geographies not pursued

• DART Forward 2035 > specifics added

• Progress on flood-control detailed

• New efforts added: location recommended for an Inland Port 

Trans-Load Hub, DSM plan for new terminal

• Major new initiative: a Task Force proposed to explore options for 

Central Iowa gigabit internet connectivity



9.0 Governance Capital

Key Mid-Course Changes:

• Strategic Adjustment actions primarily reflect Local 

Government Collaboration Project

– Right of Way, Debris Management Unified Fire 

Code, Fire/EMS Officer Development and 

Training planning teams

• Not pursued: zoning code and development 

ordinance consolidation, development of 

revenue-sharing projects

• Adjustment Plan recommends reinvigoration of MAC as 

opposed to expansion

• Opportunities to “regionalize public services” replaces 

recommendation for creation of a Metro Water Authority



10.0 Natural Capital



10.0 Natural Capital

Key Mid-Course Changes:

• “Environmental” Capital name changed to Natural Capital

• Initiative Areas reflect the Capital’s four  subcommittees                                        

– Marketing and Education initiative is new

• Other new efforts: ULI Iowa chapter launched, Water Works Park Master 

Plan, Stormwater Management Authorities, and Environmental Educators 

Strategic Plan

• Not pursued: Climate Prosperity Project – was duplicative of Tomorrow Plan

• Many Adjustment actions are consistent with original Capital Crossroads 

recommendations but were reorganized according to subcommittee 

structure and to reflect progress-to-date



Strategic Adjustment

Operations



Overview

• With an initiative this comprehensive and complex, it 

was inevitable that operational management and 

coordination issues would arise

• The Adjustment Plan acknowledges this and 

incorporates operational recommendations as well 

as strategic

• The majority of recommendations were taken 

directly from volunteer suggestions in interviews, 

focus groups, and the online survey



Operations

• Volunteer Management

– New protocols and support systems will be implemented to 

ensure volunteers understand their roles, responsibilities, 

commitment terms, and how much they are valued

– Meetings will be more strategically programmed

• Communications Plan

– A formal process for pushing out info internally (volunteers) and 

externally (media and community) will be developed

• Cross-Capital Synergies

– A “strategic map” of Capital Crossroads activities will be 

developed to help identify overlaps and collaboration/ 

coordination opportunities



• Capacity Assessment, Identification, and Development

– More support will be provided to help Capital Committees 

secure resources to help implement, sustain, and launch 

programs

• Metrics and Performance Tracking

– A more comprehensive list of indicators will be developed and 

performance goals established

– Central Iowa performance against benchmark communities will 

be assessed

Operations



• Implementation Coordination

– Market Street proposed that a Capital Crossroads Strategic 

Coordinator be hired to: coordinate/support meeting planning, 

record and report discussions, track and report implementation 

progress and information, manage the Capital Crossroads 

website and social media, and develop the “strategic map” to 

identify overlaps and synergies

• The Greater Des Moines Partnership has                               

hired Bethany Wilcoxon as the Strategic                   

Coordinator – she began work on                                 

September 1

Operations



Next Steps and Final Thoughts



Next Steps

• Strategic Adjustment process provides the 

opportunity to “reboot” the Capital Committees

– New and adjusted membership, including Chairs

– Implement the Operational recommendations of the 

Adjustment plan

• Each strategic capital will discuss the Adjustment 

strategies and how to move forward and incorporate 

them into implementation activities



Final Thoughts

• Strategic implementation is a “marathon, not a 

sprint”

• How can we continue to work with the media to 

keep Capital Crossroads in the news?

• How can we continue to launch initiatives while also 

adjusting/improving existing efforts?

• How can we ensure that implementation benefits are 

shared across the entire Central Iowa geography?



• Initial Capital Crossroads implementation has been 

the most ambitious, aggressive, comprehensive, and 

effective Market Street has ever seen

• You’ve laid a tremendous foundation for future 

efforts

• Keep aiming higher – the status quo will always be 

Enemy #1

Final Thoughts



Change

“Change is debilitating when done to us, but 

exhilarating when done by us.”

Rosabeth Moss Kanter

World Class



“We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of 

thinking we used when we created them.”

“Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again 

and expecting to get different results.”

“Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance you 

must keep moving.”

Albert Einstein



The Status Quo

“If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’ is the slogan of the 

complacent, the arrogant, or the scared. It’s an 

excuse for inaction, a call to non-arms. It’s a 

mindset that assumes (or hopes) that today’s 

realities will continue tomorrow in a tidy, linear, 

and predictable fashion. Pure fantasy.”

Colin Powell, Former Secretary of State

excerpt from Leadership



Thank You.

www.marketstreetservices.com

http://www.linkedin.com/company/market-street-services-inc/

@_MarketStreet


